AugerVac

Scan with your
smart phone to
view a video on
this product.

Industry’s Heaviest Constructed Fan / Auger Grain Vac!
SAVE MONEY!

The AugerVac was designed to make it affordable for everyone.

SAVE YOUR HEALTH!

The new super lightweight flexible hose makes bin
unloading easy and eliminates the
back-breaking job of shoveling grain.
Your lungs will breathe easier with
the dust-free grain transfer.

SAVE TIME!

High capacities enable
you to quickly and
safely clean out your
grain bins.
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Backed By Over 50 Years Of Pneumatic Manufacturing Experience.

The exclusive cyclonic
inlet design separates the
dust and is gentler on the
grain.

Low maintenance single
stage fan assembly
produces high vacuum
for easy clean out.

For More Information:

Standard hydraulic
cylinder is used to raise
the 10” Auger.
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Low maintenance with
banded belts.

Providing You With Flexible Grain Storage

AugerVac

Industry’s Heaviest Constructed Fan / Auger Grain Vac!
FEATURES

Single stage fan assembly
produces high vacuum for
easy clean out.

Wide heavy chassis. No
need to adjust the wheel
base like other machines.

Double auger flighting
gives you a higher capacity
and longer life to the lower
section.

PTO powered,1000 RPM.

Hydraulic cylinder raises
the auger easily without
dangerous springs.

Exclusive to the AugerVac,
the damper valve
minimizes the load on your
power source.

Exclusive design cyclonic
inlet minimizes fan dust
ingestion, making it gentler
on grain.

Easy maintenance
with one-piece
banded belt.

SPECIFICATIONS
Gross Weight
Height / Raised Auger
Height / Transport Position
Overall Width
Width - Outside Tire
Overall Length
PTO Shaft
Auger Diameter

For More Information:

3,000 lbs.
13’ 10” (166”)
9’ 9” (117”)
8’ 5” (101”)
7’ 11” (95”)
14’ 2” (170”)
1-3/8”, 21 Spline, 1000 RPM
10”
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Providing You With Flexible Grain Storage

